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A- The Company:  

DIGIPARK is a limited liability company (type SARL) that specializes in the import, 

marketing, distribution and selling electronics, video surveillance, automation, 

telecommunication and networking products.  Located in Fez, DIGIPARK is a young 

company that reflects the image of competence of its leaders.  

 Both a strictly competent, highly skilled professional technicians and a solid 

infrastructure makes from DIGIPARK a major provider of surveillance and 

automation services, advice and products.  

 B-Organization and structure of services:  

 The evolution of the company DIGIPARK is recognized through its  human 

capital with a roster of highly skilled and qualified staff members. As a major high 

tech surveillance player in Fez, the company is well structured so that each department 

follows its specialty in order to respond optimally to the specific needs of the clients.  

 The well structured organization of services allow for achieving large tasks under the 

direct oversight of Mr. Said El Mernissi, the head of the company who is a responsible 

manager in charge of both the technical and commercial departments.  
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  Executive Management : 

 Executive Management is assured by Mr Said El Mernissi, a state engineer who 

holds a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering from l’ENSAM.  Mr Said personally 

handles the selection of suppliers offering the best value on the following parameters: 

quality, price, and regularity of supply.  Mr. Said El Mernissi coordinates between the 

various departments in order to ensure achieving all the work profitably and 

efficiently.  

  Secretariat services:  

Two secretaries work next to each other answering and forwarding telephone calls, 

mail and emails.  Alongside this service, the secretaries’ job is to finalize the design 

and publishing of catalogues and models on basis of drafts prepared by the sales 

department.  

 Technical Service:  

 - Maintenance of hardware equipments:  

  The most significant job of DIGIPARK’s maintenance team is to test and 

measure the imported equipments’ reliability, efficiency and suitability to customers’ 

needs.  The testing tasks requires perfect knowledge of hardware handling skills along 

with regularly getting updates about the functionalities of surveillance and automation 

products from product manuals, catalogues and Internet reviews.  This service 
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department is also responsible for installing the required software for the functioning 

of a product and testing whether all of the features mentioned by the manufacturer are 

working properly. 

 - Electronics Repair Services:  

  The excellent reputation of the technical service department in this area of 

electronics hardware repair is the result of highly specialized and successful 

interventions on many types of electronic components and hardware (cameras, DVR 

recorders, computers, monitors...).  The task of repairing electronic equipment is a 

great help offered to customers within the framework of providing unparalleled 

customer service. 

The repair work is done for the customers either as a free service due to an 

abiding after-sale 1-year guarantee contract, or is done on equipments brought in by 

costumers for a minimum required intervention fee of 200DH plus the charges.  

In order to perform maintenance or repair work, a customer must provide the 

secretary with the equipment, she then completes a smooth entry of equipment form 

and passes it to a technician in charge. 

  The Accounting department:  

  Mr Mourad, the in-house accountant spends few hours each day on his desk 

using a suitable computer accounting software (SAGE Comptabilité) to recheck 
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inventory management papers, track all inbound and outbound financial transactions 

and place orders with local suppliers.  

 Commercial Department:  

The commercial department’s main task is to promote sales. In order to perform 

such an operation, DIGIPARK makes available to clients a group of sales persons 

qualified in the field of surveillance.  This sales group provide consistent sales 

presentations to potential customers and expose all of DIGIPARK’s services in order 

to give the maximum information possible about the features and quality of the 

company’s offerings.  The sales people are broken down into two categories, those that 

work in house and those that are dispatched to visit local businesses.  For the first 

category, sales presentation starts with the first contact with the customer as he or 

walks into the DIGIPARK showroom.  The customer is welcomed and using 

professional salesmen tactics, a series of questions are asked for the elicitation of the 

customers needs.  Then comes suggesting appropriate services and presenting a 

description of products that fit the customers’ needs, followed by price negotiations in 

case of important clients. Further, it is the salesmen group responsibility to positively 

present their DIGIPARK by providing advice, training and assistance as needed.  
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 C-Diagram of DIGIPARK company structure:              

 The hierarchical organization of DIGIPARK assists the different departments of the 

company to get direct and easy access to one another and ensure consistent flow of 

information between these departments.  
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Given the growing role of Information Technology in the bottom line of a 

company’s development efforts, it is becoming crucial to use the Internet as a major 

competitive advantage for the company.  For a surveillance company such as 

DIGIPARK to grow and succeed, it has to closely examine the model of modern 

surveillance businesses from Europe and North America.  Many global surveillance 

players such as ADT, do provide a vivid example of how a surveillance business could 

strive and survive in harsh global economic conditions for the electronics equipment 

resellers.  .  

 So I chose to carry on my Internship at DIGIPARK because it is a leader of 

surveillance equipment and automation in Fez my home town.   Although the company 

seem to follow the evolution of technology by offering its customers the best possible 

surveillance and automation products and installation services from suppliers across 

the world (China, Tawain, Japan, USA and Italy…), the company has neglected a 

major competitive edge that is required to succeed in the electronic age: which is a 

strong web presence by way of dynamic content. 

DIGIPARK would benefit hugely from web presence by placing a dynamic 

online catalogue of products that can conveniently be viewed, searched and even 

purchased from anywhere an Internet connexion is available.  The visitors of 

Introduction 
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DIGIPARK’s dynamic website will be provided with an accurate and informative 

source on the qualities and prices of our various products.  

I. Importance of Creating a Dynamic Website: 

  Web presence of DIGIPARK:  

 The internet has developed to become a strategic issue for companies.  

For Moroccan companies, it is still a new territory, new frontier.  Nowadays, it 

is necessary for every company to own a domain name and host a website for it 

to be known and recognized by the public.  

  DIGIPARK’s web address could be mentioned on all of its business 

records, company card, and automotive fleet as this will definitely strengthen its 

image and credibility.  

  A permanent and detailed publicity:  

  The Search engines and Internet directories such as google.com and 

yahoo.com function as the traditional “yellow pages".  As a result, this gives the 

possibility to perspective customers for discovering DIGIPARK Company on 

the internet without knowing in advance that it even exists.  

           The company would benefit hugely from web presence by placing a 

dynamic online catalogue of products that can conveniently be ordered from the 

customers’ home, these visitors will also be provided with an accurate and 

informative source on the qualities and prices of our various products. The 

alternative would be a traditional advertising campaign using newspapers and 
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prints that are much more costly and also limit the amount of information 

provided compared to a limitless dynamic content website.   

    Such dynamic website will not be limited to being a complete E-

commerce solution with the ability to search content, set up personalized 

accounts and going through a check out process to pay for the products and 

services picked, but also our dynamic site gives the user the ability to consult 

products’ documentation and even consult an E-learning system that is part of 

the site for the purpose of training on the use of surveillance and automation 

equipments and services.  This is a clear advantage of building such dynamic 

website as it facilitates the use of our products by our existing customers.  In 

addition to this, customers can use our personalized security advisor, which 

takes the form of an MCQ survey that strives for the elicitation of requirements 

and needs of our clients and pass them on to management for swift processing 

and sales lead generation.   

  Opened 24/24, 365 days a year  

  Since the website of DIGIPARK is planned to be hosted within the 

company’s servers, such site will be on everyday of the year; it is never closed, 

thus DIGIPARK sales may increase considerably due to this advantage. 

  Diversification of services  

  E-commerce on the Internet creates a break from the traditional 

economic models.  Thus, DIGIPARK has to take advantage of the E-commerce 
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trend for its business.  In a traditional store, it is necessary to offer for sale a 

large selection of items.  Any diversification is very costly. On the Internet 

adding new sections to our catalog is very simple!  And the option to decline an 

entire brand or product line, we will also attract a wider audience.  

  Customer Access  

 Over 7 million Moroccans have access to the Internet, and this number grows 

very rapidly year on year.  It is quite certain that the customers we want to 

reach might be using the Internet either locally in Fes or even from other cities 

in Morocco.  Thus we have a major opportunity to increase our sales as we are 

no longer geographically limited to the Fes area but we could also ship our 

ordered products nationally using services like SDTM shipping..  

  Competitiveness  

  Having E-commerce web presence is the ideal way to find new 

customers without spending huge amounts of money on advertising.  Further, it 

is a competitive matter for us to have web presence that exceeds our customers 

expectation and also is better quality than what is offered by our competitors. 

For instance, a major competitor of DIGIPARK is the company “Sécurité 

Comfort” which already has a rather static type website.  By building our 

dynamic website we are at have competitive edge over our main competitors 

since we will be introducing E-commerce for the first time along with E-
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learning and dynamic elicitation of our clients needs for the first time ever in 

Morocco for the surveillance business.   

  Responsiveness  

 In the surveillance sector, competition is fierce, and if a potential client asks for 

a quote or information, it is necessary to be able to meet their needs as soon as 

possible, if not immediately.  In order to ensure that the client will not be lost to 

a competitor, a survey like dynamic pages have been designed in order to 

dynamically get what the clients need in real time, process it and then respond 

swiftly by either calling them or emailing them back with offers that meet their 

requirements. .  

  Very low prices: 

 Depending on the potential number of visitors, the cost of production and 

maintenance of the site is virtually nil.  For the price of a one quarter-page ad in 

a local newspaper, we have hosted a complete ASP.NET application with 

multiple pages.  

Also, the possibility of designing and compiling e-learning modules that we 

continuously update and which could be consulted by our customers for free is 

only possible cost effectively through the Internet. 
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II. Feasibility of the Project: 

A. Business Background and Opportunities: 

DIGIPARK is a medium  niche surveillance and automation services and products 

provider.  It serves the Local Fez business and residential community by providing web 

residential and business security and automation services.  Throughout its five year 

history it continually strives to improve the quality of its service offerings while 

making sure of operational efficiency.  DIGIPARK has a team of highly qualified 

technicians that focus on providing auxiliary services to clients such as doing 

maintenance work and fixing electronic equipment.  After joining DIGIPARK as an 

Intern, I suggested that DIGIPARK may be able to improve its service offering by 

providing convenient customer oriented services such as implementing a high caliber 

E-commerce platform based on a latest E-commerce open source platform that is 

customizable to fitting the need of DIGIPARK of offering products and services online 

available in a National web store. 

After extensive research, I have located such a platform that is available as an open 

source project under the Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0.  This platform is the E-

commerce highest rated customizable solution that is available under the Open Source 

GNU agreement.  This platform is called “NopeCommerce” and was brought to life 

after thousands of hours of programmers’ efforts who leveraged the latest Information 

Technology such as Microsoft SQL Database management and ASP.NET and C# 

dynamic web programming in order to transform the way businesses sell their products 
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on the Web.  DIGIPARK is a type of business that is predisposed to benefit from and 

expansion to its physical store’s sales activities to include web store commercial 

activities that complement it as it is not limited by time or space.  Indeed, a web store 

allows businesses to offer their products and services Nationwide to anyone who has 

access to the Internet.  Also, since DIGIPARK has its own Server Rack located in the 

office of the Director Said El Mernissi, hosting the application on that local server will 

guarantee and ensure that the web store will have the opportunity to sell what 

DIGIPARK offers, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 days a year without any 

interruption. 

In the Information Technology literature, much research was carried out on the 

subject of E-commerce.  Results of a recent worldwide research shows that customers 

who have the opportunity to buy their products online using e-commerce are far more 

satisfied than those who can only satisfy their purchasing needs solely by going to the 

store’s physical location.  Such customers become loyal to the Company because they 

feel that the company’s offering its services and products online caters to their needs 

and cares about being available to them.  The same research noted that customers 

believe that the company offering its product and services online end up transferring 

value to them in the form of reduced prices as web selling contributes to reducing the 

company’s operational and long-term costs.   

With the assistance of Mr. Said El Mernissi, I have suggested a new strategy to take 

effect as soon as possible which strives to leveraging its current Local Area Network 
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and Server infrastructure, the NopeCommerce e-commerce solution platform, the 

expected high demand for e-commerce web store services in our developing country 

Morocco in order to help DIGIPARK achieve increased productivity and improved 

bottom line profits.  My sole responsibility during this internship is to bring this 

ambitious project to life and assist DIGIPARK to open up nationwide web store which 

would serve as a link that empowers their relationships with customers and lead to a 

win-win situation where customers benefit for the convenience of long distance 

ordering and lower costs compared to the physical store, while the DIGIPARK would 

benefit from much higher sales and profits, improved efficiency and cutting of 

unnecessary costs. 

 

B. Business Problems and Goals: 

As DIGIPARK is a major IT user, it already disposes of a modern Internet 

infrastructure that was built and implemented for the purpose facilitating intranet 

communication within the company as well as access to the Internet for employees who 

need to communicate with suppliers or customers via email.  Furthermore, this Internet 

structure was designed to handle queries of visitors to the current DIGIPARK website 

which is a regular HTML site that has general information about the company and a link 

for perspective customers to email the company with their requirements and questions 

(www.digipark.ma). As a result, the software installed on DIGIPARK servers, was only 

intended to support the company’s static web site based on the regular HTML web page 
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formats.  For instance, the software that currently supports DIGIPARK servers can only 

allow it to have a basic web presence with a domain name registered via the Internet 

Service Provider (IAM ISP) and large enough space allowing posting static company 

information, pictures and Word or Pdf catalogue files.   

With the expected high demand by Moroccan customers to follow the global trend of 

online shopping which allows them to interact with a website’s dynamic content, and given 

that I already picked the Platform for developing the DIGIPARK website, I consulted with 

the technical team at DIGIPARK to figure how we could go about upgrading its Internet 

Infrastructure to meet the needs of the new Platform.  As there is an urgent requirement to 

add e-commerce capabilities, we realized that we should adopt and support the 

“NopeCommerce” platform’s server requirements.  After carrying out initial tests, I was 

able to fully install a web store e-commerce solution based on the “Nopecommerce” 

platform on my Windows XP laptop’s SQL server.   

Then, I realized that the requirements for adding new e-commerce capabilities to 

our the servers of DIGPARK were surprisingly inexpensive, simple and not requiring any 

hardware upgrades.   The only additional requirements were installing software on the 

servers to support Nopecommerce platform.  These are: the Microsoft ASP.NET engine, 

and the Microsoft SQL virtual Server 2008 and server management studio 2008.   
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The technical team also suggested that adding the e-commerce capabilities to the 

servers requires that we need to upgrade the Server’s  security strategy to face some of the 

most hostile attacks that could jeopardize e-commerce web store users financial 

information and any data stored on the SQL database engines.  

To sum up, with installed MS SQL and ASP.NET software on all servers, DIGIPARK 

will be predisposed to support large scale national web store solutions based on the 

“Nopecommerce” platform.    

a. Problems: 

It is worthy to mention that the current Internet infrastructure at DIGIPARK still have 

minor weaknesses that need to be tackled, those are: 

1.  DIGIPARK’s inability to guarantee providing a 100% availability of the e-

commerce web stores:  This simply due to the fact that although our servers are located on 

the office of the Director and are physically secured from natural hazards, human 

interference and theft, the technical team’s experience revealed that a DIGIPARK server 

may occasionally cease to function properly.  For that, I suggested to create a mechanism 

that redirects traffic to another backup server in case of failure of the main server.  This 

process may impose a shot downtime for the web store and unavailability of it; yet the 

integrity and security of the hosted website is rarely compromised (the case when both the 

regular and backup servers are both down at the same time, requiring my physical 

interference to recover the data from one of the servers and move it to a new server).  In 

case of such rare event taking place, it is conceivable that there exists a relatively small 
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impact on the web store visitor’s confidence on the performance and availability of the e-

commerce website.   

2.  DIGIPARK’s current Internet infrastructure is not prepared to handle 

security threat targeting an e-commerce solution: While the current spam detection and 

anti-virus software installed on DIGIPARK’s servers work perfectly to combat any 

security threat on the servers themselves and the static websites located on them, our 

technicians have realized that an e-commerce solution must dispose of, and acquire new 

software programs that have the capacity to automatically detect and block any security 

threats.    

  

b. Business Goals for a DIGIPARK national online store:  

    From this feasibility study for a national web store solution based on the 

“Nopecommerce” platform and for the purpose of building a customized e-commerce 

solution for DIGIPARK, I am set to achieve the following goals according to project 

management methods that will be identified later on this report: 

 

1. Dedicate large space in two servers of DIGIPARK that are e-commerce ready 

(one for the web store and another for backup):  That is, these servers must have MS SQL 

2008 Server Engine, MS SQL 2008 Management Studio, ASP.NET Engine version 4.0 and 

a customizable NopeCommerce Web application all installed. 
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2. Conduct a technical and cost study analysis to pick the best server security 

program for the purpose of enhancing the security and preserving the confidentiality, 

integrity and privacy of DIGIPARK’s company and its clients’ data. 

3. Customize the NopeCommerce platform to fit the business functional 

requirements of DIGIPARK. 

C. Business Functional Requirements:  

 Mr. said El Mernissi provided me with the following functional requirements for his 

DIGIPARK web store: 

1. 99.99% availability of the web store, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.  

2.  Firewalls and automatic real time security threats detection and blocking.  

3.  Scalable system that handle high traffic and concurrent access of up to 500 

customers at the same time. 

4. Managing Product information that is categorized according to DIGIPARK’s 

catalogue.  (each product has a picture, description, quantity available) 

5. Managing Customers Information allowing visitors to register, add personal, 

payment and shipping information. 

6.  Ability to search for products using a search box, add product to a basket and 

proceed to checkout procedure allowing processing customer’s payment for the products. 
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III. Project Management Plan 

Project Management of the web store for DIGIPARK is my sole responsibility.  

Softaware Engineering, Database Design and Operations Management courses that I took 

at AUI have equipped me with the necessary skills to manage the E-commerce web store 

project and achieve it within the lifetime of my short three month internship period.  The 

goals of the internship were well identified in the previous feasibility study sections, now 

my task remains to successfully manage the project and complete it on time.  I will resort 

to the my planning and schedule estimation skills for managing the DIGIPARK web store 

project. 

      Methodology and the Plan: 

The DIGIPARK project management methodology used to come up with a consistent 

and complete plan is based upon the “Guide to the Project Management Body of 

Knowledge” book.   

At first, as the head of the project I will build the plan for the DIGIPARK web store 

project based on the methodology found in “Guide to the Project Management Body of 

Knowledge”.  Such methodologies stress the use of IT software tools such as Microsoft 

Project for the different steps of the project. It is my assumption that I have the needed 

technical expertise and monetary resources needed to for each step of the project.   
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I.  Real need For Development:  

 Creating a dynamic Web site for the company DIGIPARK as proposed by Mr. 

Said El Mernissi, the Director of the company is facilitating the task for customers 

to access and buy products and promotions in general, to get training and product 

documentation on an E-learning system or simply to contact management with 

their questions and requirements for a swift and timely response.  

II. Development tools:  

1 - Hard:  

 Use of the company server which is connected to the LAN of the 

company and to the Internet in order to be able to share the site with all of 

its content with the rest of the world. 

2 - Soft:  

 The Director of the Company DIGIPARK has been clear about his 

preferences for the use of professional grade web development tools that must 

be freely available and customizable to fit the needs of this Project.  After 

careful search on the Internet and checking again with the Director, we chose to 

develop using the following tools: 
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  SQL server 

  IIS:  

 ASP.NET 4.0 

 NopeCommerce Open source E-commerce ASP.NET application 

 Nsurvey Open source ASP.NET Web application.  

 E-LMS and E-CMS: Learning Management and Content Management 

creator ASP.NET Web application 

 

 

III.  The System Models: 

 

1 Introduction:  

 

After consulting extensively with the owner of DIGIPARK Mr. Said El Mernissi; who 

is in charge of helping me getting complete and precise requirements for the dynamic 

website, thankfully, I had a relatively simple task building a website based on already 

available open source E-commerce and E-LMS frameworks.  

Further, I have achieved an agreement with the owner to deliver a system that achieve 

the following functional requirements: 
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E-commerce part: 

Product management: 

 Add new product (product details, description, photos, price…) 

 Delete product 

 Search for products 

 Suggest products based on clients’ previous choices 

Customer Management: 

 Register new Customer 

 Bill Customer 

 Add customer details (addresses, payment information) 

Survey Module: 

 MCQ like questions for customer needs elicitation. 

 Organized Reports sent by email to management   

 

E-LMS part: 

Enrollment management:  

 Trainee Search 

 Learning Module Search 

 Learning and Exams Management 
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As for the non-functional requirements of the E-commerce System: 

 Performance Requirements: Concurrent and speed of access 

 Security Requirements: Assuring integrity of content. 

 

2.  Database Conceptual Design: 

 2.1 Information Sources and Users  

These end-users of the Ecommerce System are:  

Customers:  Any individual who has access to the website could register.  Those 

users can either enter their login credentials or register for a new account on the main 

page. 

Administrator:  An admin is anyone designated by DIGIPARK owner to manage the 

users, the content of the website by adding new products and updating other information 

as required, they may also update the Learning management system with new service 

course . 

2.2 Example Business Rules for the E-LMS part of the site: 

For the purpose of creating an initial version of the Relational Database Diagram, I 

had to first identify the business rules of the supposed database using the users and 

systems requirement specifications. The business rules identifies the different entities of 

the system, and indicates the kind of relationships that exists between the different 

entities. 

The business logic of DIGIPARK’s E-LMS System: 
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 Many to Many Relationships: 

A bridge entity is introduced between Users and UserTypePermissions 

One User can have many types of Access Permission 

A type of Access Permission can be shared by many Users 

A bridge entity is introduced between Users and Courses called UserCourses 

One User can take many lessons 

A lessons can be taken by many Users 

A bridge entity is introduced between Courses and Assessments 

One Course can have many Assessments  

An Assessment can be found in different courses 

 One to Many Relationships: 

Each User Belongs to one Training Location 

One Training Location can have many Users 

Each User belongs to one Group 

One Group can contain many Users 

Each User Belongs to one Department  

One Department may have many Users 

Each User Belongs to one Site  

One Site may have many Users 

Each Course can have many Assessment Questions 

One Assessment Question may belong to  many Courses 
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 One to One Relationships: 

Each Assessment Question can have only one Assessment Answer 

One Assessment Answer may have one Assessment Question 

 

2.3 Relational Database Diagram: 

This Database Base diagram is made to represent the entities and their relationships of 

the DIGIPARK’s E-LMS system.   
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ER for the E-commerce part of the Website : 
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3 DATABASE PHYSICAL DESIGN 

  
3.1 Database Storage requirements: 

 

The Database is stored and managed using the MS SQL Relational Database 

Management System (RDBMS).  Storage space is not an issue as the size of the database in 

the order of 1Mbytes.  However, if the administrator requires more courses to be hosted in the 

RDBMS, the DB will need to be scaled accordingly.  As part of website solution  

implementation, I hosted the entire application using a the company’s server which is 

compatible with MS SQL 2005 and newer with a hosting space of 1Gb.           
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 IV. Sequence of Screen-Shots:  

To get a feel of the many exciting features the Web solution has to offer for 

DIGIPARK’s customers.  In the following pages, I have dispatched a series of 

screenshots showcasing the completely implemented web application with its three 

different components: the E-commerce site, the Learning Management System as well 

as the Survey part of the site.    

It is worthy to mention that the complete website has been internationalized 

allowing users to pick the language they prefer for interacting with the site.  Exactly, a 

user can pick at anytime from a drop down menu on the top of the website home page: 

Arabic, French or English. 
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At first is the home page from where we can access all pages via the 

different links on it: 
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If you want direct access to a specific product, then you click its category to show a 

list of the different from where to choose: 
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Information about the company, its contact information and more can all be accessed from a 

menu at the left of the page:  
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A customer can add as many products to a basket from which the client could do an 

immideate checkout : 
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However, a checkout is only possible is the customer is already on file with the company.  

Otherwise, the customer needs to register for the first time and then add a shipping address 

and proceed with the 5 steps checkout operation: 

 Verifying the products and quantities chosen. 

 Adding an address, 

 Verifying a method of shipment 

 Choosing a method of payment 

 Confirming the whole operation 
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The Survey part of the site can be accessed from the category “e-Sécurité Advisor”.  This is 

another web app where the customers can enter his preferences about the kind of service or 

products he is expecting.. 
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As you can see, a client may choose to browse the site in the Arabic language.  Here is the 

contact form: 
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The Learning Management System can be accessed from the category “Comment ça 

marche?”.  This is another web app where the customers can Learn about how to use a 

specific product. 
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At the end of this report, I would like to note that through the realization of this modest 

project “creating a web store for DIGIPARK”; admittedly, I gained new experiences 

in the creation of a professional dynamic Website tailored to the needs of a real world 

business.  

 I hope that my project will reach the goals intended for it.  

 

 

 

Conclusion 


